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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to present a new class of learning models for
linear as well as non-linear neural layers called Orthonormal Strongly-
Constrained (SOC or Stiefel). They allow to solve orthonormal problems
where orthonormal matrices are involved. After general properties of the
learning rules belonging to this new class are shown, examples derived
independently or by reviewing learning theories known from the literature
are presented and discussed.

1 Introduction { Stiefel learning

Learning without supervision in a neural layer means adapting a weight matrix
so that a prede�ned target is achieved. The columns of the weight matrix
individuate directions in the weight-space, thus learning a weight matrix means
also discovering interesting directions [6]. This way, an index is established
over the set of all possible directions, so that any `interesting' direction is
quantitatively de�ned as the one maximizing the index.

In the present work we deal with the special case of the constrained search
where the constraint is that of orthonormality of the columns of the neural
layer's weight-matrix representing the state-variable. The associated learn-
ing (searching) algorithms are called Orthonormal Strongly{Constrained (SOC
or Stiefel) and they allow to solve the orthonormal problems. Orthonormal
problems (ONP) arise in several contexts, as those of the Optimal Linear Com-
pression (Principal Component/Subspace Analysis, [4, 10, 11]), Whitening [7],
Blind Separation of Sources [1, 4, 7, 8], DOA estimation [1]. In a ONP, the
target of the adaptation rule for a neural network is to learn an orthonormal
weight matrix related in some a way to the input signal. Since it is a-priori
known that the �nal state must belong to the subset N of the whole space of
searching containing orthonormal matrices, the evolution of the weight matrix
may be strongly bounded to always belong to N .

To denote an orthonormal matrix the set N p�q
r of the r{orthonormal p� q

matrices as N p�q
r

def
= fW 2 Rp�q jWTW = r2Ig is de�ned. By de�nition r
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must be non-null and q � p. The set N p�q
r is known as a Stiefel manifold.

Formally we can then de�ne a class of learning algorithms as:

C
def
=
�
AJ (W)j8t 2 T :WT (t)W(t) = w2(t)I

	
; (1)

where AJ (W) is a generic searching-algorithm with state-variable W, T is a
time interval the algorithm runs within, and w(t) is a function di�erentiable
at least once and non-null. J is the objective function whose extrema are
searched. Each algorithm contained in C is called SOC (Orthonormal Strongly-
Constrained) or Stiefel. Any algorithm in C is characterized by a fundamental
property: Di�erentiating both members of WT (t)W(t) = w2(t)I with respect
to the time yields:

d(WTW)

dt
= _WTW +WT _W = 2 _wwI ;

which can be rewritten as:

_WTW +WT _W = �I ; with 2 _ww = � ; (2)

where _W = dW=dt. Hereafter, examples of SOC learning rules are presented
and discussed.

2 A Xu's Principal Subspace algorithm

As a �rst example of an algorithm belonging to C, here the one proposed by
L. Xu in [11] is recalled. It allows the extraction of the Principal Subspace of
�xed dimension from a multivariate random signal x with covariance matrix
Cx having distinct and positive eigenvalues.

2.1 Xu's Subspace Rule is SOC

Xu proposed as an objective function the following criterion:

%(W)
def
=

'[det(WTCxW)]

 [det(WTW)]
; (3)

where '(z) and  (z) are positive monotonically increasing functions de�ned
for z > 0, and det(�) returns the determinant of the matrix contained within.
Xu proved [11] that under some conditions the above function maximizes when
the columns of W span a Principal Subspace of x.

The Gradient Steepest Ascent (GSA) algorithmAJ (W) based on the above
objective function is SOC. This property is proved in the following result.

Theorem 1. If for the system _W = @%=@W an initial condition W(0) 2
N p�q is assumed, then for all t > 0 the ow W(t) 2 N p�q.



Proof. By handling the plain expression of the gradient @%=@W and de�ning
the functions:

�(W)
def
=

'0[det(WTCxW)] det(WTCxW)

 [det(WTW)]
;

�(W)
def
=

 0' � det(WTW)

 '0 � det(WTCxW)
;

the system _W = @%=@W reads:

�
dW

dt
= CxW(WTCxW)�1 � �W(WTW)�1 : (4)

Pre-multiplying the preceding equation by WT yields:

�WT dW

dt
= (WTCxW)(WTCxW)�1 � � � (WTW)(WTW)�1 : (5)

Moreover �WT _W = (1��)I ) � _WTW = (1��)I, and their hand-by-hand
addition gives:

WT dW

dt
+
dWT

dt
W =

d(WTW)

dt
=

2(1� �)

�
I ; (6)

therefore the SOC strong property WT (t)W(t) = w2(t)I holds for all t � 0,
whereby the thesis follows.

The quantity w(t) is a real function of the time and of the initial value w2(0) =
1
q
tr[WT(0)W(0)]. Its evolution is governed by the function �X given by ��X =

2(1 � �). It would be interesting to note that with the choice '(z) = log(z),
the preceding expression simpli�es, since �[W(t)] = 1= (w2q(t)). Likely, the
simplest form of � is obtained when  (z) = z, indeed in that case �(W) =
det(WTCxW).

2.2 A `learning control law' �� = ��(t)

From equation (6) (see also [11]), it is known that at the equilibrium the prop-
erty �(W) = 1 must hold. We now propose to replace in the algorithm (4)
the function �(W) with an arbitrariy function of the time only, ��(t), chosen
so that at least condition:

lim
t!t?

��(t) = 1 ; (7)

holds true, and such that the second term in (4) is weighted in a proper way.
The function ��(t) is called here learning control law. Time t? may not be
bounded.

Actually, by replacing the true expression of the parameter � with an arbi-
trarily chosen time-function we do not change the structure of the algorithm,
but simply force the temporal evolution of the variables to a non-self-controlled



course, and control the speed the stateW(t) travels with along the Stiefel man-
ifold N p�q. As a consequence of this assumption the system (4) becomes:

�
dW

dt
= CxW(WTCxW)�1 � ��(t)W(WTW)�1 :

The main consequence of the earlier assumption is that, as ��(t) is a known
function of the parameter t only, the scalar di�erential equation in (2) can
be easily tackled (at least in the intentions) by solving the following integral
equation:

Z w(t)

w0

u du

 (u2q)
=

Z t

0

[1� ��(�)]d� ; (8)

under the usual condition of the orthonormal initial state for the algorithm,
providing that '(x) = log(x).

3 A 2
nd-order di�erential learning equation

As a second example of algorithms belonging to C, consider the following second
order non-linear di�erential learning rule for the neural layer described by the
input-output relation y = G(WTx+w0):

WT �W � �WTW = 2��WT (H �HT )W ; (9)

where �W = d2W=dt2, � and � are positive constants and H is an arbitrarily
variable p�p matrix, which controls the learning. G(�) is a non-linear diagonal
activation operator and w0 is a biasing vector arbitrarily adapted.

Let us prove that algorithm (9) is SOC if W(0) 2 N p�q
w0

. To start with, it
is useful to de�ne the following coupled systems:

_W = �PW with WT (0)W(0) = w2
0I ; (10)

_P = �(H �HT ) with PT (0) = �P(0) : (11)

Due to the structure of the sub-system (11), it is straightforward to see that
for all t � 0 the property PT = �P (skew-symmetry) holds true. Besides, the
following result holds:

Theorem 2. Consider the dynamical system dW=dt = �PW where P is skew-
symmetric and � is a real-valued scalar, if W(0) 2 N p�q

w0
for some w0 real

constant, then the ow W(t) is Stiefel.

Proof. The matrix P is always skew-symmetric, that means PT = �P. With
some algebra it can be found that d(WTW)=dt = �WT (PT � P)W = 0,
therefore WT (t)W(t) =WT (0)W(0) = w2

0I.

From the above Theorem it follows that the algorithm (10) together with (11) is
a SOC one. It remains to show that systems (10)+(11) and (9) are equivalent.



Di�erentiating equation (10) with respect to the time yields �W = � _PW +
�P _W. Replacing equations (10) and (11) in the preceding formula gives:

WT �W = ��WT (H �HT )W + �2WTP2 _W :

Finally, by subtracting (WT �W)T fromWT �W (observe that P2 is symmetric),
the rule (9) arises.

3.1 Mechanics-type control

In [3] it was shown how to interpret the (10) and (11) as equations describing
the dynamics of a rigid system of masses moving in an abstract space under a
potential energy �eld and a viscous braking e�ect, providing that:

H = �

�
�
@U

@W
+ �PW

�
WT ; (12)

where U is a function bounded below to be minimized under the restriction
W 2 N p�q

w0
and � � 0, � > 0.

It would be interesting to study the existence of special equilibrium points
for the second-order system (10)+(11) when the control matrix (12) is used, in
those cases when U = U (W) only.

Theorem 3. Let S be the dynamic system (10)+(11) where the control matrix
is assumed as in (12), the initial state is chosen so thatW(0) 2 N p�q

w0
and P(0)

is skew-symmetric. De�ne the matrix function F(W)
def
= �� @U

@W
. A matrixW?

is a stationary point of S if FT (W?)W? is diagonal and P(W?) = 0.

Proof. Using the Lagrangian function:

J1(W)
def
= J(W) + 1

2 tr[(W
TW � w2I)E] ;

where J = �U and E is a diagonal matrix containing Lagrange multipliers,
recalling that at each instantWTW = w2

0I, it can be proved that the standard
Kuhn-Tucker condition for the existence of an (orthonormal) extreme of U
reads �F +WE = 0, where w2

0E = WTF, therefore w2
0F = W(WTF). This

equation implies:

w2
0(FW

T �WFT ) =W(WTF� FTW)WT :

By hypothesis P(W?) = 0 and D?
def
= FT (W?)W? = DT

? , thus from equation
(12) it follows that matrix H? = F(W?)W

T
? is symmetric.

Another fundamental feature of the system (10)+(11)+(12) is its asymptotic
stability. Note that system (9) is represented by the pair of coupled systems
(10) and (11), whose state-matrices P and W form an unique extended state
X = (P;W).



Theorem 4. Be U a real-valued, bounded below function of W, with a mini-
mum in W?. Then the equilibrium state �X = (0;W?) of the system S obtained
by gathering (10)+(11)+(12) is asymptotically stable.

Proof. Due to space limitations, the proof, based on the Lyapunov stability
theory, is here omitted. The proof of a slightly less general result may be found
in [5].

Note that function U (W) may have more than one minimum (local minima)
corresponding to local maxima of �U (W). Besides, note that the local extreme
for which P = 0 depends not only upon W(0), but also on P(0).

4 Relationships with other theories

In this part, relationships among the SOC theory and other learning theories
known from the literature are briey discussed.

4.1 The Moreau-Pesquet's theory

The main theoretical instrument for developing a Principal Component Anal-
ysis theory in connection with the SOC one, is the de�nition of semicontrast
functions specialized for orthonormal mixtures. Said Sd the set of uncorre-
lated random source vectors with n entries, and Md the set of random vectors

x = Rs where s 2 Sd and R 2 N
def
= Nn�n

1 . Denote with P the subset of N
containing matrices R satisfying the independence property : R = DQ where
D = diag(�1; : : : ;�1) and Q is a permutation matrix. Then, the concept of
semicontrast is de�ned [8] as follows:

De�nition 5. A semicontrast on Md is a multivariate mapping ' from the
set Md to R which satis�es the following three requirements:

M1: 8s 2 Md; 8R 2 P; '(Rs) = '(s);

M2: 8s 2 Sd; 8R 2 N ; '(Rs) � '(s);

M3: 8s 2 Sd; 8R 2 N ; '(Rs) = '(s), Rs 2 Sd:

Suppose that a neural network described by y = WTx is used for decor-
relating random signals drawn by orthogonal mixtures of uncorrelated source
waves. An example of semicontrast function evaluated on y is given in [8]

'fy
def
=

Pn

i=1 f(�
2
yi
), where f is a strictly convex function from R+ to R, and

the �2yi are the variances of the yi. This function was already used by Watanabe
with f(z) = z log(z) [8].

It is worth to note that a function 'f depends uniquely upon the matrix
variable W, and requirements M1 � M2 � M3 ensures that it has a unique
maximum (but possible sign and permutation). This example allows to show
that in order to perform decorrelation a function U / �' should be used in
(12), where ' is a semicontrast. Since U depends uniquely on the variable W,
the obtained system is autonomous, hence Theorems 3 and 4 may be used.



4.2 The Deco-Brauer's theory

In [2] Deco and Brauer introduced the concept of volume-conserving neu-
ral networks. A volume-conserving `square' architecture performs a mapping
y = S(x) between a set of input patterns and a set of output ones characterized
by the property det

�
@S
@x

�
= 1. For a linear network with weight matrixW the

condition above becomes det(W) = 1. The same condition ensures the bijec-
tivity of the mapping. Volume conservation allows for example the preservation
of the entropy H(x) when the input signal is mapped into the output signal
whose entropy is H(y), that means H(x) = H(y), in fact:

H(y) = H(x) + E[log j det(@S=@x)j] :

Symbol E[�] represents the mathematical Expectation operator. A SOC algo-
rithmwith matrixW 2 Nn�n

1 for a linear network is always volume-conserving,
indeed WTW = I implies det(W) = �1.

4.3 The Laheld-Cardoso's `PFS' approach

System (10)+(11) allows equivariant square blind source separation by or-
thonormal mixtures. Strictly speaking, `equivariant' [7] means that the per-
formance of the separation is independent of the mixing matrix, especially
of its conditional number (eigenvalues' spread). This means that a parame-
ter free separator (PFS) can manage well-conditioned problems as well as ill-
conditioned ones. Formally, let A be the orthonormal square mixing matrix of

the mixing model x = As, where s contains the source signals, and T
def
= WA

the source-to-output transference matrix, where W is the weight matrix of the
neural net y =Wx. It is easy to check that:

Property 6. If the control matrix H depends uniquely on the output y =Wx

then the system (10)+(11) is PFS.

Proof. In this case equations rewrite:

_T = �PT ; _P = �[H(Ts) �HT (Ts)] ; (13)

thus the system's behavior depends on T and s only.

Changing A is equivalent to change the starting point T(0) (and P(0)) of the
algorithm. For knowing details about the PFS approach, readers please refer
to [7] and references therein.

5 Re-derivation of the Oja's Subspace Rule

The Oja's Principal Subspace Rule [9] has been studied extensively for many
years. Probably, the deepest and most complete and lighting results about it
have been obtained by Yan, Helmke and Moore in [12]. Here we aim to re-derive
the same subspace rule by the Xu's algorithm discussed above.



Start by post-multiplying gradient @%=@W in (4) by WTCxW. The ob-
tained system is described by the following di�erential equation:

dW

dt
=

1

�
[I� �W(WTW)�1WT ]CxW : (14)

The new algorithm (14) no longer allows the orthonormal evolution of the
state-matrixW. This consequence can be easily shown by observing that:

WT dW

dt
=

1

�(W)
[1� �(W)](WTCxW) ;

whereby it is easily seen that:

d(WTW)

dt
= 2

1� �

�
(WTCxW) :

Even if for t = 0 the WTW = w2
0I holds true, for t > 0 the product matrix

WTCxW does not result a scaled identity nor a diagonal. Thus rule (14) is
not interesting to our concerns.

We now propose a useful modi�cation of the system (14) that leads to a
surprising result. Firstly, rewrite equation (14) in a di�erent way, that is:

dW

dt
=
�

�
[��1Cx �W(WTW)�1WTCx]W

def
= ̂ZW ; (15)

where Z(W)
def
= ��1(W)Cx�W(WTW)�1WTCx and ̂(W)

def
= �(W)=�(W).

The new system de�ned by:

dW

dt
= �(Z� ZT )W = �PW ; (16)

is Stiefel, moreover, recalling that Cx is symmetric, there holds:

P = ��1Cx �W(WTW)�1WTCx � �
�1Cx +CxW(WTW)�1WT

= CxW(WTW)�1WT �W(WTW)�1WTCx :

If for the algorithm an initial condition W(0) such that WT (0)W(0) = w2
0I

is assumed for some real constant w0, it always remains WTW = w2
0I. Re-

placing this result in the equation (16), its properties do not change, since
P still remains skew-symmetric, therefore the above equation reads w2

0P =
CxWWT �WWTCx. Post-multiplying both members of the latter equation
by W yields:

w2
0PW = CxWWTW �WWTCxW = (w2

0I�WWT )CxW ; (17)

therefore the equivalent form of the system (16) is:

dW

dt
=

�

w2
0

(w2
0I�WWT )CxW : (18)



This closely recalls the continuous-time version of the well-known Oja's Prin-
cipal Subspace estimation rule [12]. In turn, learning rule (18), attempts to
maximize a simple quadratic cost function under the constraint of orthonor-
mality. In fact, it is well-known that the Oja's rule (18) arises from the GSA
maximization of the function:

T (W) = tr[WTCxW] + 1
2 tr[(W

TW � w2
0I)E] ;

where E is a diagonal matrix containing the Lagrange multipliers for the con-
straints. The initial state has to belong to N p�q .
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